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It’s so important to provide digital access to all. #ConnectNotDivide #WorldStatisticsDay #CloseTheGap

21.3 million Americans lack access to broadband internet.
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@HuaweiUSA - 11women make up only 24% of the world’s cybersecurity workforce! Check on to learn why cybersecurity needs more women.

Cyber security needs more women - Canadian Secure.
Cyber security is critically important to Canada’s economic growth. As telecom operators begin...
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The Mate40 collection is almost here. 8 years, 10 generations of Mate. Redefining classic and leading innovation, it surpasses every expectation.
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Some things go better together. With Huawei Share, the ~P40 and #MateBookX provide a seamless experience like no other.

With a sleek design and excellent CPU performance, the #MateBook14 gives you the most bang for your buck. Read on to learn more.

The 2020 MateBook 14 jumps ship from Intel to AMD - at least in the UK - with excellent results, so long as you don’t need a GPU.
Q: Can Huawei 'seamless life' be applied outside of a home setting? 
A: Ask Huawei USA

Q: Do partners work with Huawei and support Huawei AI UNI? 
A: Ask Huawei USA

Q: What's the coolest device Huawei launched at the Seamless AI Life global event back in September? 
A: Ask Huawei USA

Q: Do you think it's safe from a cybersecurity standpoint to have so many devices connected? 
A: Ask Huawei USA
Q: Can you share an example of Huawei Share being useful?

A: Ask Huawei USA

Q: I've seen Huawei articles about the 1+8+N ecosystem - what is that?

A: Ask Huawei USA

Q: What is Huawei OneHop?

A: Ask Huawei USA

Q: Do I have to have all Huawei devices to use Huawei Share?

A: Ask Huawei USA
What is Huawei SmartLink? How does it work? What does Huawei mean by an "all scenario" experience? Find out all about Huawei's Next-Generation 5G Cybersecurity with the World’s 100 Most Influential Women in Cybersecurity. Dr. Hitsie Morris, Chief Security Officer of Huawei Canada, shares how Huawei Canada’s drives Diverse Women in Cybersecurity. Huawei USA's Head of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness shares how technology is making education and engagement in distance learning possible.

#TECHTUESDAY
SEAMLESS AI Q&A with Tim Dankis, VP Risk Management & Threat Intelligence at Huawei Technologies USA, Tuesday, October 20 at 1003 PST.

Innovations in AI to Provide Social Good in Pandemic Times

Not necessarily waiting for another period to pass or another chapter to pass.

COO of Huawei Canada, Dr. Hitsie Morris, shares her new path for women in tech.
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Eight years ago, we introduced the first #HuaweiMate. Fast forward to today, we have nine products in the #HuaweiMate line with each tailored to our customers' needs. Stay tuned, the new #Mate40 Series is coming soon!

As cybersecurity expands, involving more women will be essential. See ITWC and WISECRA's list of the top women in cybersecurity, including Huawei Canada's Olivera Zatezalo. https://tmyuri.com/y5nj2rm6

Get ready to Leap Further Ahead

The #HUAWElMate40 Series launch is just ONE DAY away! Join us LIVE at this link at 2pm CEST tomorrow, and get ready to #LeapFurtherAhead with #HMS: https://.. See More
Despite the pandemic, Huawei worked with partner EZY to shorten the supply chain to 25 days for sea transportation and 10 days for air transportation. Learn more: https://bit.ly/3lmWRJE

EZY Pakistan: Breaking Barriers and Building Supply Expressways

Connecting students & technology will help us create a more adept and future-ready workforce. See how our #FACEDForTheFuture program is helping bring #EducationForAll.

Huawei invites students to apply for online training in future tech

#IoT is being leveraged to change our world for the better. Tune in to this on-demand webinar with experts like Wei Shi of Telecoms.com, John Canali of Omdia, Ross Rubin of Reticle Research and Jon Arnold of J Arnold & Associates as they share how technology is being used to combat the pandemic and bring about social good. https://tinyurl.com/y6qayeuh

IoT INNOVATION TO PROVIDE SOCIAL GOOD IN PANDEMIC TIMES

Always stay connected. With just a tap you can easily sync the Huawei P40 Pro and #FreeBuds3.


Your body can't go right now
AppGallery has been helping you to find the apps you love over the years. Now with GameCenter, you get to play your favourite games and more. What else will... See More

Did you know 21.3 million Americans lack access to broadband internet? WorldStatisticsDay

In developing nations, only **47%** of people have any access at all.

Source: ITU, UN/GRID, and the World Bank